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Tools & Compounds

HAND TOOLS
Files & File Handles

HALF ROUND These files are used on concave and convex, as
well as flat, surfaces and for rounding out holes. Their improved
spiral cut enables them to remove metal rapidly and leave a
smooth finish. This file is similar to the flat files, but is blunt in
shape (no taper). Double cut, it has one safe (uncut) edge which
permits filing one surface without damaging an adjoining one.
NO. 11 ALL PURPOSE HANDLE The Lutz all-purpose handles
hold files, reamers, saw blades, screwdrivers, drills, allen
wrenches, metal and wood cutting tools, etc. Exclusive patented

gripping mechanism holds any shape shank whether round, oval
or flat. Operates similar to a drill chuck. Handles are precision
made of strong high quality steel, die cast alloy and white birch
hardwood. 4-1/4" long.
NO. 11 ALL PURPOSE HANDLE The Lutz all-purpose handles hold
files, reamers, saw blades, screwdrivers, drill, allen wrenches, metal
and wood cutting tools, etc. Exclusive patented gripping mechanism
holds any shape shank whether round, oval or flat. Operates similar
to a drill chuck. Handles are precision-made of strong high quality
steel, die cast alloy and white birch hardwood. 4-1/4" long.

Wire Scratch Brushes

WELDERS WOOD HANDLE WIRE SCRATCH BRUSH This
brush is designed for cleaning of small parts, seams and soldering
joints in the aeronautics, appliance and electronics industries.
Block size is 7-7/8" x 1/2". Stainless steel wire 3 x 7 rows

NO. 10 FILE CLEANER The Lutz No. 10 File Cleaner is made
with sharp steel bristles to dig and quickly remove filings from
grooves of files to restore their clean cutting capacity. For machinists, mechanics and others in cutting, cleaning and roughing applications, 8-1/4" long.

Multi-bit Screwdrivers

6-IN-ONE SCREWDRIVER Four different bits in one screwdriver
plus a nut driver. The bits reverse in the tube and the tube
reverses in the handle. There is a 1/4" & 3/16" slotted bit and a #1
& #2 phillips bit. The chrome/nickel plated tube is a hex tube to

Utility Knives

82 SAFETY NOSE RETRACTABLE BLADE KNIFE The Lutz 82
is a heavy-duty industrial quality retractable utility knife. The specially built zinc retractor allows for smoother operation in all three
cutting positions. This knife was designed, developed and
patented by Lutz to fit in the hand more comfortably and to provide its users with a safer, more reliable tool. The safety nose
overlap on both the top and the bottom of the knife is its prominent safety feature. The Lutz 82 is furnished with three heavy-duty
.025 blades with additional blade storage in the handle.
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create a 5/16" nut driver on either end. The handle has a
wide diameter for a better grip. Also includes a 1/4" hex nut
driver.

Mini Level Key Chains

MINI-LEVEL KEY CHAIN The Lutz Mini-Level Key Chain is
made from solid block acrylic-glass. This product does not leak
and is unbreakable.

